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Minutes of the Liberal Studies Committee (LSC)  

September 20, 2016 

UC - Cardinal 
 

Members Present: Alicia Cameron, Baldwin Sanders, Elizabeth McRae, Erin McNelis, Ethan Schilling, Gayle Wells, 

Hugh Jack, Jim Deconinck, Jen Schiff (Chair), Jessica Zellers, Julie Johnson-Busbin, Kae Livsey, Katherine Mathews, 

Leigh Angel, and Steve Wallace 

Members Absent:  Damon Sink and Carol Burton 

Recorder: Deidre Hopkins 

 Approval of minutes: 

 The minutes from the August 30, 2016 Liberal Studies Committee meeting were provided to 

committee members and members were provided the opportunity to review the document. Motion 

was made by Ethan Schilling to approve the minutes.  The motion was seconded by Gayle Wells. No 

further discussion.  All was in favor and the motion was carried. 

 The minutes from the September 6, 2016 Liberal Studies Committee meeting were provided to 

committee members and members were provided the opportunity to review the document. Motion 

was made by Julie Johnson-Busbin to approve the minutes.  The motion was seconded by Hugh Jack. 

No further discussion.  All was in favor and the motion was carried. 

 

 Update on Assessment Teams & Discussion 

 C3 (Communication) and FYS Assessment Teams are meeting tomorrow to get the process started for 

this semester. 

 We are supposed to asses C2 (Math), ULP, and P1 (Social Science) this semester as well; however, 

there have been issues with finding the artifacts that were submitted in the spring.  We are unsure 

whether there are enough artifacts, as well as whether or not the artifacts we have are assessable.   

 Items in the H:/ drive seems to be a hodge podge of artifacts and they did not make sense  

 The sample sizes are not enough at this point. 

 Steve’s biggest concern is whether or not our assessment process is the best way:  

1. For example, with the C3 assessment, we are assessing the core class which could 

encompass all seven (7) outcomes.  

2. Should we be measuring the outcomes, noting where the cores and the perspectives 

support the outcomes.   

3. Also, concerned about the security of the H:/ drive and the accessibility of the 

content and whether or not it is really secure. Possibly could use SharePoint, 

blackboard as an alternative. 

 DISCUSSION - Jen Schiff opened the floor for discussion – we are unsure as to whether we have a 

resprenstative samples for the three categories that are to be assessed this semester.  Concern is if 

we move forward as planned only for the Assessment Teams to state in their report that they do not 

have enough information and we will need to get more artifacts in order to re-assess at a later date.  
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How does the committee feel about recollecting artifacts during the Spring 17 semester with a new, 

more secure process (with the help of Steve) and then engage in the assessment in the Fall 2017? 

 Ethan Schilling stated that he was part of the P1 Assessment Team.  He received an email last 

spring to upload artifacts.  However, there was not a deadline in the email and due to his 

schedule he didn’t upload his artifacts until after the Spring semester was over.  At that 

point, he tried to upload the information but was unable to do so.  

SUGGESTION – give faculty a hard deadline as to when their artifacts should be submitted. 

 Concerns as to if we stop to revamp to the way we are assessing the categories, then we may 

not complete the LS Program assessment as planned.  Libby McRae suggested that since we 

are halfway through we should continue as planned, unless there are categories that do not 

have enough artifacts to assess; then we can hold off on those until we gather more artifacts.   

 Jen Schiff mentioned that during this conversation two separate issues have come to light:  

1. The assessment that we are supposed to do this semester, but we are unsure 

whether the artifacts we have are sufficient to complete an assessment.  Should we 

delay this until we have a larger number of artifacts?  

2. Then the larger problem of the current assessment process and should we redo the 

whole process?  

 What are the feelings of the LSC in delaying these categories for a semester or so until the 

artifact issue is resolved?  

a. How will this delay affect our assessment of the Liberal Studies Program? –  

2. The general sense of the committee is to delay a semester (in order to collect the 

data more effectively) and to hold off on changing the whole assessment process 

until a later date.   

 

 Curriculog Items: 

 PSC 101 – American Government and Politics – Proposal is to change the course number only from 

PSC 150 to PSC 101 (P1): 

 Jen Schiff stated that the Political Science department is in the process of renumbering the 

majority of their courses so they can better signal to students the order they would like for 

them to take the courses.  They are requesting no other changes other than renumbering 

from 150 to 101 – the learning objectives, faculty, title, etc are all the same. 

 PSC 169 – Global Issues – Proposal is to change the course number only from PSC 110 to PSC 169 

(P1): 

 Jen Schiff stated that the Political Science department is in the process of renumbering the 

majority of their courses so they can better signal to students the order they would like for 

them to take the courses.  It will also indicate at the second digit the area of emphasis for the 

course (American Politics, Comparative Politics, Research Methods, etc.) They are requesting 

no other changes other than renumbering from 150 to 101 – the learning objectives, faculty, 

title, etc are all the same. 

 Motion was made by Jim Deconinck to approve PSC 101 and PSC 169 as proposed.  The motion was 

seconded by Libby McRae.  No further discussion.  All was in favor and motion was carried. 

 

 Revised Liberal Studies Outcomes in Syllabuses Document 
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 Jen updated the Syllabus Document to reflect the changes that were suggested at our last meeting: 

  1) general description of LS;  

  2) the specific LS Outcomes that the course meets; and  

  3) a link to the larger LS outcomes.  

 These documents should be added to the Liberal Studies website. It was suggested that this 

document should be included on the Coulter Faculty Commons’ website as well since they are a 

faculty resource.  

 Motion was made by Libby McRae to accept the revised Liberal Studies Outcomes Syllabus 

Document.  The motion was seconded by Julie Johnson-Busbin.  No further discussion.  All was in 

favor and motion was carried. 

 

 Liberal Studies Document Revision 

 There was suggestion that came from the C4 Assessment Report to add language in the LS 

Document: “Students are encouraged to complete the Wellness course before their Junior year of 

study, if at all possible. The Wellness course includes an integrated fitness activity which will 

emphasize the crucial role of physical fitness in lifelong wellness.”  

 Suggested change:  merge the two sentences together – “if at all possible, to integrate fitness 

activity that emphasizes the crucial role of fitness in lifelong wellness while at WCU.”  

 Motion was made by Julie Johnson-Busbin to accept the Liberal Studies Document pending changes 

to the added language as suggested.  The motion was seconded by Ethan Schilling.  No further 

discussion.  All was in favor and motion was carried. 

 

Time of meeting adjournment: 4:19pm 


